Anticipating on Coming World.
2015/10/20.
[1]：Recognition on the now world<long citations(links)are abbreviated here>.
⑴USA<CIA-military industry complex≡cia-MIC>had become NAZIS reincarnated nation.
NAZIS was supported by US capitalist,and the defeated officers with the technology was
imported to USA(op Paperclip),which was to build cia-MIC.the US dictator＝Rockefeller.
*Jew was destined to be revolutionist by God<left>,NAZIS is dog against them<right>.
Israel was historically conspired to corrupt Jew by Euro-US noble & wealthy elites.
*Eisenhower warned their(MIC)emerging of atheistic,ruthless,and insidious in 1960.
Note he,Rockefeller and major race in USA is not Anglo Saxon,but German American.
⑵They built invisible fascism network of anti-communism in whole NG&G USA.
This operation was not only US,but also the world<UN,and almost nations>by the agents.
JFK,and M.Luther etc may be victims by them.Microsoft is typical grown as national
strategic corporate＝operation-ism the secret.
NAZIS Basic Ideology＝Order made philosophy of Hegel by Preusen feudalism.
＊Nation & people are slave exploited by elite<US global exploitation policy against ........>
＊Perpetual war strategy by setting up enemy＝cia-MIC war strategy against the world
＊mind operation tech by deception and threat developed by CIA-institutions in US
⑶40 years ago,Rockefeller’s Exxon-Mobil knew the mass consuming would cause climate
change,and conspired to hide the fatal fact by ruling international orgs etc in behind.
The deadly fact now becomes {more than 80%C02 cut & Arctic Cooling geoengineering}
These would be dominant ruling in coming world with destroying food & infrastructure.
⑷operation ENDGAME<now situation>.
USA had become big show-wind of economy success,only which have ruled people’s mind.
Beside economy concern,9/11 was conspired to make war in Middle East,now both are main
concern for global people with neglecting fatal climate crisis by commercial mass media.
＊Alex Johns predicted coming mass human extermination by the elite’s global ruling.
Then elite would survive by high tech.Is it nuke war ?.TPP is op ENDGAME in economy.
⑸EU are US followers,only Russia,China,Iran,..are heretic,but helpless against climate.
China-Japan are substantially financial slaves for USA,Russia & USA are oil nations.
⑹Economic growing expand both debt－bond＝O-sum theorem.The top point of market
saturation become debt blast.Now USA transfer debt to nation without bankruptcy and has
been entirely printing money to supply bond & stock markets toward the fake booms.
Now real goods economy becomes deflation in industry and inflation in resource goods.
The former cause bankruptcy & jobless in industry and the latter cause inflation in life.
Global capitalism facing both dilemma in market saturation & climate crisis could not be
salvation,but more death reapers for people by their more eager,but vain efforts.

[２]：Then what to do ?,We shall specify trouble portions and begin mending !!!
Author employ science for nature,while for humanity,he do religious teach.Those may be not his opinion.

Evil origin are GDP1-2-3:USA,China &Japan(slaves of US)of Godless nations.China lost
national Integration ability(riches escaping own nation),Japan is also in similar failure.
Such as US dictator Rockefeller,and the big fake of Volkswagen,German ruling by narrow
mind with strong delusion has been destroying the world.The world history may be
conflict between Jew the liberator VS German the dictator,or theism vs atheism.
In 2015/6/18,the Pop declared encyclical toward the world people,which accused ruthless
Capitalism & Climate hiding. Former atheist author now had turned theist due to science
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf.
As hardware,trouble portion and the mending are almost known<but big program needs>
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
Problem is software, mind change of global people deeply being in business as usual.
Unless global revolution,we could not be saved,however”Revolution is more terrible
than defeating war”. It is which that has been intercepting the mending toward survival.
⑴Christianism,Islamism,,,which warn the doomsday of fireball earth.It is predicted also in
science.The true meaning may be penalty for no repentance(revolution as mending)?!.
＊Goethe once revealed original aim of Christianism was political revolution,however
the defeating tuned to be moral teach.So Christianism is so called the Liberation Theology.
＊Once author-himself considered the penalty somehow reasonable that human being is so
haughty enough to destruct all the earth due to their outrageous greedy.But salvation
declaring by the encyclical 6/18 tuned and confirmed him to deny the thought.90% of the
Bible structure(gospel) may be teach on repentance,while 10% is apocalypse the
prophecy of doomsday for failure in repentance.Thereby God order may be interpreted.

Do repent(revolution as mending)!!.
＃地上に予言者を介して宗教が天下るのは地上混沌の地域時代(過去の中東).
⑵It is business as usual which has been causing this world toward extinction hell！！。
The global power center＝Bilderberg<EU+US noble & wealthy hereditary>+Rockefeller.
It is indicated in [1]：Recognition on the now world.This is global rightist center.
Almost global citizen of 99% are their employees(subordinates) in institutions,corporates,
and governments ruled by them.

⑶The 99%’s mind change with global solidarity could determine our future.
Above all,the 99% is overwhelming,so advantage in establishing major party is evident for
them. The key for making solidarity may be ideology consensus.Separation between
politics and religion is historical conspiracy by the rightist ruler.This was a cause of religion
defeating,which was indicated by Goethe.
⑷The implementation needs big program !!.
A change never be accomplished without some chaos<disagreed peoples>.
An optimized plan is necessary to lead the process in big change to climate war time
regime from business as usual at now in order to minimize unnecessary chaos.As for
people,saving tomorrow life is at first,while elite fear for status decline<anti-revolution>.
Ⅰ：At first,scientists declare inconvenient fact＝specifying trouble portion!!
Once specified trouble portions,the optimized mending would be determined unique.
IPCC’s injustice by unrighteous interference by the oil merchant.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
Below Ⅱ(1)(2) are entirely against IPCC's position of substantially nothing salvation !!.
IPCC's position in (1):allowing more 1℃ rise <Copenhagen 2009>

2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
http://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html?li_source=LI&li_medium
=most-popular
IPCC's position in (2):substantially neglecting Arctic Methane Risk.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

Ⅱ：Specifying trouble and possible mending method<more R&D is necessary>.
(1)Emergent more than 80%CO2 cut would limit temperature rise about by 0.2～0.3℃.
http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-your-life.pdf
＊Stanford

Engineers’ Plan To Convert U.S. To 100% Clean Energy !

https://www.popularresistance.org/stanford-engineers-plan-to-convert-u-s-to-100-clean-energy/
(2)Emergent Arctic Cooling engineering could prevent Methane catastrophe.
＊Save

the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze, produced
from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for modest expenditure
of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be replaced by cloud

brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is ready for large-scale
deployment within a year or two.
＊red characters are by author
Note world military budget＝１.７Ｔ＄/ｙ,World oil payment＝２６Ｔ＄/ｙ !!

：Assurance on Tomorrows Life<This is big program in W operations>

Mending earth trouble(CO2 & Arctic)by world troop and Peoples life assurance.
No bomb and missile,however climate crisis is a kind of war,which needs world GHQ ruling.
Then the highest priority is saving foods and energy.Massive emigration might need ?!、

If once nation declared wartime regime,what would happen ??
What would happen when people were forced to change in life & production at a moment?
Many decisive necessity would cause many inventions in a short while.!!
This could be strong merit of declaring wartime regime by nations in the world.

A trial report on Life Assurance Plan under climate wartime regime.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

The aim of this report is verify the possibility of life by more than 80%CO2 cut,and of
peoples life assurance.Yes it is downsizing your way of life.

Then we should find

another life’s purpose(new culture) instead entirely making rich way of life style in massive
oil consuming civilization. Then imagine glorious victory in coming century !!!

Non Carbon Energy Engineering.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
Wind(and marine wave power) turbine with hydrogen gas generation and reserving by
organic hydride method might be best cost performance.Those details is to be described
hereafter..Note danger degree of hydrogen gas and ordinal propane gas is told same in
home usage.Electric power is difficult to reserve,while the hydride method is possible.
http://www.greencarcongress.com/2013/06/mch-20130603.html
http://www.hido.or.jp/itsapq/jsp/auth/trab/no79/int.pdf
http://www.jase-w.eccj.or.jp/technologies/pdf/factory/F-02.pdf
https://www.kankyo.metro.tokyo.jp/energy/tochi_energy_suishin/attachement/suisokaigi_03_P04.pdf

Above reports by author is mere a trial and far from completion,so emergent and massive
cooperating R&D is decisive at now !!!

Ⅳ：Problem of Anti-Revolution by USA.
A rapid adaptation toward global ”W operations” on {80%CO2cut & Arctic Cooling}
could not be accomplished without instantaneous global war time declaration.
Now we face imminent full ice vanishing in summer Arctic,which could cause dangerous.
The global mending＝revolution,so it would be fear for established elites decline.
Revolution is more terrible than defeating war.Now situation is nothing,but this !!.
Unless their resistance,climate fact and the mending would have already begun !!.
Note in the holy scriptures,Satan is defined as those who face own status decline from top
position.In actual history,there is nothing so cruel something than class struggle.Haughty
Satan is told to be created from smokeless fire,while Adam was made from clay.So he
rejected God order to keel down before Adam and was thrown to hell from heaven.Then he
pledged revenge against mankind and God.If you are told to down salary,working position
or livelihood level,you would resist( Also climate mending is downsizing your way of life).
Especially secret,but evident task of those top position is entirely conspiracy for
preventing own status decline.Those may be making nation regime without their status
decline,which nothing,but anti-democratization,anti-revolution by rightist regime. Their
history is awful enough that they has been entirely endeavoring in those task by focusing
their knowledge and wealth.The typical may be ,Russian Revolution,NAZIS and Israel.
Now America is NAZIS reincarnated nation with Rockefeller ‘s substantially private cia-MIC.
Policestate-nization is most threat against almost people who demand justice and equality.
However their weak point is minor family,so they has been fearing mass people.Their
endeavoring for depopulation plan is not normal.It is this evil that causes you hell.
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the
“elites” to

live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading

filmmaker ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination:
Operation Operation ENDGAME
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
Revolution is more terrible terrible than defeating war !(F.Konoe Japan Emperor family).
http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
No word could be decisive,but this one that reveals fear mind of ruler.Japan monarchy
monarchy regime was established by UK operating revolution(1968).
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf

In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus,
in order to contribute something to solve overpopulation.
.........Prince Philpp(UK imperial).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html

Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed.
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plansexposed/
Such evil was prophesied by the Bible.In the below you could see what Goethe once
indicated. That is, original purpose of Christianism is political revolution. Jesus Christ
is none,but martyr in political revolution.Thus devotion to revolution is a way to heaven.
As for historical validity of the Liberation Theology is here.
http://www.777true.net/Liberation-Theology-the-Historical-Validities.pdf
The Bible,Ephesians.

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places.6:13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.6:14 Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;6:15 And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;6:16 Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
postscript：
At first,we must start verification on the true or false.Once those determined,the optimized
countermeasure would be determined uniquely. If we would conserve now regime,2020s
would be more radical climate era.About by 2040,we would have faced extinction hell by
fireball earth caused by Arctic Methane catastrophe.This is certificated by ancient historical
record of Permian and PETM methane catastrophe.Now we have not enough time left.
Another extinction possibility is nuke world warⅢbetween USA and Russia.Both are same
in oil merchant ruling,so their deed would be W suicide. Now USA(also Japan)may be end
era of decadence.On the other hand,Putin Russian becomes rich to be also decadent.
However both military elites would hate the war without hope of own survival.

Not only recent Japanese,but also recent elite Americans and Europeans,I feel them
something powerless for truth,justice,and equality problem.Then what had happened in
them. Following might be an answer.It is very awful matter.People must be awaken against
extremely insidious ruling in now world, who has been entirely making you incompetent..
＊Hitler's marvelous Predictions<Following is authors translation from Japanese>
Emerging new slave class of non-adult ensemble.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite
aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult
group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.And top on all of
them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading person would
be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner and outer side
of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then new European
social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .
＊The Ghost of NAZIS.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
Eternal non-Adult Ensemble<Hitler’s prediction
:Chap5:East region become giant experimental one>.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05
All right,now I will explain you Hans,what I told you on Eternal non-Adult Ensemble is
those who could not become adult till they die..Such case never be in normal and severe
society.Thereby there would be abnormal society where children are grown up by extremely
easy way,but not sever one.In such society,children are grown up by treating like a pet,but
could not grow to be real adult even by adult age.
Poor son would be disciplined.It is they who could bring wisdom to the world !!
<Jew merchant maxim by authors translation from Japanese>
http://www.aoiro-odawara.com/news-web/rensai/hiden.htm
Such power never be generated in those children who are on easy rail way toward stable
future.To accomplish great task can not be in ordinal easy effort. Such power comes only
from strong desire with rebel spirit toward up by tough mind disciplined since infant age.

